WATERMANS QUAY FURNITURE PLAN

The adjacent diagram, and accompanying images, demonstrate the location and character of the furniture for Watermans Quay.

KEY PLAN

LEGEND

- Smart pole w/ cycle loop
- Smart pole w/o cycle loop
- Cast iron tree grate
- City of Sydney street bench
- City of Sydney bin
- Raised planter seat
- City of Sydney bike racks (set of 5 hoops)
- New Hickson Park tree grate
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BARANGAROO AVENUE FURNITURE PLAN

The adjacent diagram, and accompanying images, demonstrate the location and character of the furniture for Barangaroo Avenue.

LEGEND
- Smart pole w/ cycle loop
- Smart pole w/o cycle loop
- City of Sydney street bench
- City of Sydney bin
- City of Sydney bike racks (set of 5 hoops)
- Bike rack (supplied by Crown Sydney)
- New Hickson Park tree grate
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The adjacent diagram, and accompanying images, demonstrate the character of the furniture for Hickson Park.

- Sandstone blocks
- Sandstone seats 1 & 2 seater
- Sandstone & timber seats
- Barangaroo bench
- Low sandstone seatwall
- Movable furniture
- New Hickson Park bin
- City of Sydney bike racks (set of 6 hoops)
- City of Sydney bubbler
- City of Sydney bubbler w/dog bowl
- Handrail
- New Hickson Park tree grate
- Hickson Park pole top light
HICKSON PARK FURNITURE PALLETE

Sandstone blocks

New Hickson Park tree grate

Sandstone seats 1 & 2 seater

Low sandstone seat wall

City Of Sydney bench

Sandstone & timber seat

City Of Sydney bike racks

Moveable furniture

City Of Sydney bubbler

Bronze handrail

Sandstone blocks
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The adjacent diagram, and accompanying images, demonstrate the character of the furniture for Wulugul Walk + Boardwalk.
The adjacent plan demonstrates the locations of the furniture for Watermans Cove.

KEY PLAN

LEGEND
- City Of Sydney bin
- Smart pole W/ cycle loop
- Raised planter seat
- City Of Sydney bubbler
- Handrail
- City of Sydney standard Watermans Cove bin
- City Of Sydney bike racks (Set of 6 hoops)
- Sitting terraces
- Timber sitting terraces
- New Waterfront tree grate (Round)
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WATERMANS COVE FURNITURE PALETTE

The adjacent diagram, and accompanying images, demonstrate the character of the furniture for Watermans Cove.
View of Waterman's Cove sandstone sitting terraces